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Complore.com Launches Full Length Tests for Cat 2009 Exam

By Complore.com

Dated: Jun 01, 2009

Complore.com announces the launch of its full length tests for CAT 2009 exam. Students can take last 10
years FLT anywhere anytime.

Complore.com announces the launch of its full length tests for CAT 2009 exam. As the CAT 2009 exam
will be online computer based so there is a need for better and efficient ways to prepare for CAT,
considered as one of the toughest aptitude exams in India. These ways should be able to add value to the
students where they can benefit from the social aspect of the internet. At the same time, they should be able
to make the preparation interesting.
 Complore.com tries to achieve the same using its new full length tests where students can take past 10
years CAT exam online with detailed solutions and feedback analysis along with instant score and national
percentile.
 Currently the full length tests or FLT as they are popularly called are available for last 10 years cat exam
but soon will be available for mock tests as well as for other exams like XAT, MAT, SNAP, JMET, IIFT
etc.
 
 About Complore.com:
 Complore.com is started by a couple of IIT Delhi guys who are working with a vision to make the online
cat preparation easier and effective. Currently, Complore.com provides daily sectional tests and full length
tests to its users. These tests are prepared by experts to keep the CAT 2009 in mind and complete feedback
is provided for each question. Also, Complore.com helps the student to know about various B-Schools by
its weekly ‘College of the Day’. 
 Contact Complore.com:
 You can reach us for more information at info@complore.com
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